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Personal Care Protocol-  Annual training review  

 Grampians Region 

Reviewed November 2019 

 

Supervisors Information Kit 

This annual training review is for signatories to the Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol 

to enable their Community Care Workers (CCWs) to reconfirm their knowledge of the 

Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol and the competency unit CHCCS305B Assist clients 

with medication and /or HLTHPS006 Assist Clients with medication.  

It is not to be used for any other purpose. 

This annual training review is comprised of two sections: 

Section One: 

An elearning module is available that may be completed by the CCW.  It is recommended that 

CCW’s watch this as a refresher prior to completing their supervised practical review (Section 

Two). 

www.csdgrampians.org.au 

Section Two: 

This is a supervised practical review undertaken with an appropriately qualified assessor.  The 

practical component will review the CCW’s skills and knowledge in the actual service delivery 

tasks. 

Following satisfactory completion of the practical review you can then print a copy of the 

Certificate of Completion..  Don’t forget to put the CCW’s name on the certificate before you 

print it.  A copy of the certificate is available you to download. 

1. As the supervisor it is your responsibility to ensure that each CCW is appropriately 

qualified to deliver personal care services.  For additional information refer to Appendix 1. 

2. Before providing assistance to  clients with medication the CCW should have completed 

       the appropriate medication training and pre-requisites: 

 

       HLTAP301A  Recognise healthy body systems in a health care context 

       CHCCS305B            Assist clients with medication 

and /or HLTHPS006 Assist Clients with medication.  

CCWs must work within the framework’s of the: 

 Victorian HACC Program Manual and in accordance with the Victorian HACC personal 

care policy 

 The Commonwealth Home Support Programme – Program Manual  
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 Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol and the review completed 2019  

 Employer guidelines 

3. Qualifications of assessors:  An assessor for this supervised practical review must be either 

 a Registered Nurse (Division 1)  OR 

 an assessor with a minimum of Certificate IV in Aged/Community Care with a 

Certificate IV in Training and assessment 

N.B.  It is strongly recommended that each employer uses an assessor external to their 

team of CCWs to ensure objectivity and detachment from peers. 

Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) can be contracted to undertake the assessment 

provided they have suitably qualified assessors. 

4. Ensure that the supervised practical review is completed every 12 months. 

5. The supervised practical review can be undertaken either in the workplace (a client’s 

home) or as a simulated/classroom exercise.   

A copy of the “Supervised practical review of skills and knowledge form” and ‘instructions 

for assessors” are to be found in Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. 

6. If you are planning to have the practical review completed in a simulated environment the 

following are some basic tips to assist you: 

Ensure that the assessor explains fully to the CCW the role they are about to play and has 

a copy of the supervised practical review form and instructions for assessors tool. 

You will need to ensure that “care plans/task instructions” in the same format as you use 

in your service program are available for each of the two examples used in the theory 

component – assisting from a DAA and applying a medicated cream.  You should only 

need to write these once and use them repeatedly – the CCW will work from these 

instructions.  Make sure these instructions contain the level of assistance to be given, the 

time/day of week, where the medication is to be found, what specific support the client 

may require (eg hand pills to client in pil-bob, ), etc.  Make sure you have a number of 

copies of these instructions so that the time of day/day of week are changed and you 

reduce wastage of DAA samples – ie one CCW has Monday breakfast, next CCW has 

Monday lunch, etc 

When setting up a room for your assessments the following needs to be considered: 

 Hand washing facilities 

 Disposable gloves 

 Storage for the DAA and cream – could use a locked box in a cupboard in the room 

 Sample DAA and pill bob 

 Sample package of ‘prescribed’ cream 

 Water and a glass 

 Client seat 
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 Tissues 

 Bin for rubbish 

 Sample Client Care Plan/Task Instructions 

 Communication Book to record visit (if you use one) 

 Medication sheet to sign and document any concerns (use the same one you use in  

    your organisation) 

 If your service program uses Pil-Bobs they, along with sample Webster/blister packs  

    can be ordered from Webstercare on PH: 1800 244 358 or via their website:   

        www.webstercare.com.au    Note: you need to ask for the 7 day multi blister pack. 

 

The assessor should complete the supervised practical review form and return it to you – 
with comments outlining any concerns identified during the assessment. 
 

http://www.webstercare.com.au/
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APPENDIX 1     HACC  Community Care Worker 

Training and Qualifications, July 2010 
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Personal Care Policy – From the Victorian HACC program manual 2013 
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Personal Care Policy – From the CHSP Programme Manual 2018 
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Nursing Policy – From the CHSP Programme Manual 2018 
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APPENDIX 2 Supervised practical review form 

SUPERVISED PRACTICAL REVIEW OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 
This supervised practical training review package is for HACC-PYP and CHSP funded 

employer’s that are signatories to the Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol.  This 

package enables Community Care Workers (CCWs) to reconfirm their knowledge of program 

requirements, the Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol and the competency unit Assist 

clients with medication.  It is not to be used for any other purpose. 

 

Name of staff member  

Name of organisation  

Name of assessor and  
qualifications 

 

Date of practical review  

 

 Observations Satisfactory 
Not 

satisfactory 

1 Demonstrate knowledge of how to access client care plans/task 

instructions (where to find instructions and what to look for) 

  

2 Demonstrate knowledge of how to follow the client care plan/task 

instructions to assist a client with medications from a Dose 

Administration Aid, ensuring: 

  

Right client   

Right medication   

Right date & time   

Right route   

Right dose   

Right documentation   

3  Did the CCW discuss the procedure with the client, ask if there are 

any specific ways they would like to be assisted and gain the client 

consent to proceed?  

 Did they check if tablets were swallowed? 

 Did they know what to do if there was a problem? 

 Did they undertake infection control procedure: washing hands and 

wearing disposable gloves?  

 Did they appropriately dispose of gloves, clean any equipment and 

return the DAA to the appropriate storage place? 

  

4 Q: What would they do if the DAA had a tear or the tablets for that  

     particular time were missing? 

  

5 Demonstrate knowledge of how to follow the client care plan/task 

instructions to apply a medicated cream, ensuring: 

  

Right client   

Right medication   

Right date & time   
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Right route   

Right dose   

Right documentation   

6  Did the CCW discuss the procedure with the client, ask if there are 

any specific ways they would like to be assisted and gain the client 

consent to proceed?  

 Did they undertake infection control procedure: washing hands and 

wearing disposable gloves?  

 Did they appropriately dispose of gloves, clean any equipment and 

return the cream to the appropriate storage place? 

 Did they know what to do if there was a problem? 

  

7 Q: What would they do if the spot where they are to apply the  

     cream has a bright red rash and small blisters? 

  

 

Assessor Please Circle: 

Satisfactory   Needs Further Training  Not Satisfactory 

If unsatisfactory or requiring further training please out line areas of concern: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Staff Member Signature: Date: 

Assessor Signature:           Date: 

Manager Signature: Date: 
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APPENDIX 3    Assessor Instructions 

 

INSTRUCTIONS TO ASSESSORS  

FOR SUPERVISED PRACTICAL REVIEW OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

This supervised practical training review is for HACC-PYP and CHSP funded employers that are 

signatories to the Grampians Region Personal Care Protocol.  This review enables Community 

Care Workers (CCWs) to reconfirm their knowledge of program requirements, the Grampians 

Region Personal Care Protocol and the competency unit Assist clients with medication.  It is 

not to be used for any other purpose. 

Qualifications of assessors: An assessor for this refresher unit must be either 

 a Registered Nurse (Div 1) OR 

 a minimum of Cert IV in Aged / Community Care with a Cert IV in Training & Assessment 

N.B. It is strongly recommended that each organisation uses an assessor external to their 

team of CCWs to ensure objectivity and detachment from peers 

Once completed, the practical review assessment form must be given to the staff member’s 

supervisor. 

Equipment Required: 

When setting up your assessment room the following equipment needs to be considered: 

 Hand washing facilities 

 Disposable gloves 

 Storage for the DAA and cream – could use a locked box in a cupboard in the room 

 Sample DAA and pill bob 

 Sample package of ‘prescribed’ cream 

 Water and a glass 

 Client seat 

 Tissues 

 Bin for rubbish 

 Sample Client Care Plan/Task Instructions 

 Communication Book to record visit (if you use one) 

 Medication sheet to sign and document any concerns (use the same one you use in your 

organisation) 

 If your service program uses Pil-Bobs they, along with sample Webster/blister packs can 

be ordered from Webstercare PH: 1800 244 358 or via their website:   

      www.webstercare.com.au     Note: you need to ask for the 7 day multi blister pack. 

 

 

http://www.webstercare.com.au/
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INSTRUCTIONS TO ASSESSORS  

FOR SUPERVISED PRACTICAL REVIEW OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE 

Each item on the assessment document should be marked Satisfactory or Not Satisfactory 

only.   

 Observations Answers 

1 Demonstrate knowledge of how to access client 

care plans/task instructions  

 Location of client care plans/task 

instructions  

 Indicate instructions relating to assisting 

with medications 

2 Demonstrate knowledge of how to follow the 

client care plan/task instructions to assist a 

client with medications from a Dose 

Administration Aid (DAA) 

Read client care plan/task instructions relating 

to assisting with medications from a DAA 

Right client Check client name (and address) 

Check this is the same on the DAA 

Right medication Verify that the DAA is intact with no damage 

and that tablets/capsules have not expired or 

become discoloured 

Right date & time Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Right route Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Right dose Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Did they check the DAA for how many tablets 

should be in the “bubble”, check the right 

amount are in the “bubble” – this procedure 

must be done twice 

 Right documentation Did they record in communication book and/or 

client record? 

3  Did the CCW discuss the procedure with the 

client, ask if there are any specific ways they 

would like to be assisted and gain the client 

consent to proceed?  

 Did they check if tablets were swallowed ? 

 Did they know what to do if there was a 

problem? 

 Did they undertake infection control 

procedure: washing hands and wearing 

disposable gloves?  

 Did they appropriately dispose of gloves, 

clean any equipment and return the DAA to 

the appropriate storage place? 

 

Yes / No 

 

 

Yes / No 

Yes / No 

 

Yes / No 

 

 

Yes / No 

4 Q: What would they do if the DAA had a tear or 

the tablets for that particular time were 

missing? 

Contact the supervisor for advice and further 

instructions 
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 Observations Answers 

5 Demonstrate knowledge of how to follow the 

client care plan/task instructions to apply a 

medicated cream, ensuring: 

Read client care plan/ task instructions relating 

to assisting with medications 

Right client Check client name (and address) 

Check this  is the same on the medicated 

cream 

Right medication Verify that the cream packaging is intact with 

no damage 

Right date & time Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Right route Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Right dose Verify from care plan /task instructions & DAA 

Right documentation Did they record in communication book and/or 

client record? 

6  Did the CCW discuss the procedure with the 

client, ask if there are any specific ways they 

would like to be assisted and gain the client 

consent to proceed?  

 Did they undertake infection control 

procedure: washing hands and wearing 

disposable gloves?  

 Did they appropriately dispose of gloves, 

clean any equipment and return the cream 

to the appropriate storage place? 

 Did they know what to do if there was a 

problem? 

Yes / No 

 

 

 

Yes / No 

 

 

Yes / No 

 

 

Yes / No 

7 Q: What would they do if the spot where they 

are to apply the cream has a bright red rash and 

small blisters? 

Contact the supervisor for advice and further 

instructions 

 

Once completed, the Practical Review assessment form must be given to the staff 

member’s supervisor. 
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APPENDIX 4 Certificate of Completion 
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